Life Beyond Taking-Sides:  
Growing from blame toward empathy and community

An Experiential Evening of Engagement and Film  
Saturday evening, April 6, 2019  ●  San Mateo, California USA

(See Event Flyer)
Sharing time, in triads participants listened to each other’s personal experiences.

REMEMBER A TIME when you experienced moving from blame toward empathy, and closing the distance with another person or community.
Connection between generations has great meaning for all ages and for our times.
The short film starring Academy Award nominee James Cromwell is a transformational tale of what takes place in the admissions room for the afterlife to move from blame to empathy and personal responsibility. An Israeli couple and a Palestinian man create a modern parable for our times, with the possibility of starting a conversation that heals.

The Film
**ADMISSIONS**
26 International Film Festival Awards
(Trailer)

Special Guest:
Writer-Producer
John Viscount

**WHAT IN THE FILM TOUCHED YOU, had meaning for you?**

What creative idea or possible personal initiative was awakened for you or your larger community?
Assimilating the experience back together in the big circle.
Offuh James Offuh, an exemplary relationship healer at home in Cote d’Ivoire, West Africa, closed the evening with gratitude and a blessing for the participants, all humankind, and Earth.

ADMISSIONS streams freely at https://pepstar.org/peace-entertainment-admissions/
View it also in Arabic, Hebrew, Farsi, Spanish, and Italian.

Sponsor
Jewish-Palestinian Living Room Dialogue of San Mateo

Contact
L.Traubman@igc.org or +1 (650) 574-8303

Co-sponsor
Peninsula Conflict Resolution Center

(See Event Flyer)

This document is on the Web at https://traubman.igc.org/admissionseveningstory.pdf